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(Munich, 4 September 2011) Mozart's Oboe Concerto in C major KV 314 is an enchanting work, but 
would one want to hear it six times consecutively within four hours in concert, each time together with 
the premiere of a 10-minute solo piece? With the ARD Competition, it becomes a possibility ‒ and a 
necessity. By the end, the jurors and audience in the Herkulessaal are exhausted, but a few insights 
and experiences richer: that there are countless ways to fill the space for cadenzas in Mozart, for 
example, and that Gyfu by the Australian Liza Lim can sound like a dry study, a cold finger exercise, or 
like an exciting, complex lament ‒ with all shadings between an etude and great music. It was 
remarkable that the differences between the candidates' renditions were far more significant in the 
contemporary piece than in the Mozart.  
Of the six semi-finalists, four have reached the final, taking place today (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. in the 
Herkulessaal at the Residenz palace.  
 The Frenchman Phil ippe Tondre was already able to convince listeners with works by 
François Couperin, Antal Dorati und Bruno Maderna in the second round, and now gave the best 
performances of the Mozart and the premiere. In KV 314 he displayed the most lively and varied tone, 
played with subtle variations of vibrato and brought every phrase vividly to life. In addition, he showed 
boldness in playing large and free cadenzas at some stylistic remove from Mozart; they may have 
bothered purists, but were highly convincing. The slow movement in particular, thanks to the intense 
and sonorous tone of Tondre's 2005 Marigaux oboe, radiated a wonderfully songlike aura. And his 
rendition of the recurring final rondo theme, which Mozart later gave to his blonde in Entführung aus 
dem Serail ('Welche Wonne, welche Lust'), not only displayed the most varied shades of charm and 
wit, but also depth. 
 The performance of Liza Lim's Gyfu was no less gripping. The title refers to a Viking rune that 
is like the letter X, and whose meaning is best translated as 'gift': a multi-layered work that often 
requires quartertones and multiphonics, i.e. complex chords that are often difficult to realise precisely. 
The piece deals with the interlocking of longing and love in the form of two ascending segments from 
Arab scales, ascending in semitones and quartertones with three notes per segment. Tondre proved 
that the piece does not consist merely of a collection of pitches, rhythms and phrases in complex 
arrangements, but repeatedly also features large build-ups over many bars, with an architectural 
structure that culminates in a powerful climax which is more than simply ugly squawking. This is 
rounded off by an ending that moves towards the pitch centre of B flat, often circled earlier in the 
piece, but remains yearningly unresolved.  
 Tondre's fellow countryman Marc Lachat likewise played the Australian composer's piece in 
an openly beautiful manner, but still penetrated to its deeper layers and presented the Mozart with a 
bright, radiant tone that lent the finale a delicately bold and reckless quality.  
 Ivan Podymov convinced listeners with his clear tone and great directness ‒ in the 
commissioned work too, where he remained close to the spirit of the piece. This was contrasted by the 
light, almost girlish tone of Christ ina Gómez Godoy, who also gave a sound performance of Gyfu 
not only technically, but also in musical terms.   
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